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Why 
Choose 
Reef 
Organic? 

Thoughtful Genetics
Carefully selected, from our 

extensive strain library, to appeal 
to the senses of the discerning

cannabis consumer.

Craft Indoor Batches
Dense bud structures with large and 

plentiful trichomes. Small batch drying and 
curing for high consistency, potency and 

moisture levels. White ash & a clean burn. 

Organic Cultivation
Award-winning combination  
of aquaculture and living soil 
cultivation methods. FREE of 

synthetic fertilizers or pesticides.

All of our products are certified organically grown and processed.
Our flower undergoes an extended cold dry, is hand-finished, graded and filled  

and sensory tested, by humans who love cannabis, before release.

Bold Sensory
Environmentally sustainable and 

scientifically backed growing methods 
designed to enhance complex terpene 

and robust flavonoid profiles. 
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1st LP in Canada to be Clean Green certified
Up to 80% less water and 50% less energy used during cultivation
Industry disrupting reclaimed and omnidegradable packaging
Innovative, sustainable and award-winning cultivation methods
Locally-sourced materials from the Maritimes
All organic inputs FREE of synthetic fertilizers or pesticides

Organic cultivation methods

Prevention of soil erosion  
and nutrient runoff

Water conservation methods

Carbon Footprint Reduction  
(CFR) program

Fair trade / fair working 
conditions

Legal compliance

A living wage for  
all employees

Reef Organic consistently meets the following standards:

Our commitment is to the environment 
and premium organic products.Why 

Choose 
Reef 
Organic? 
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Award-winning organically grown 
cannabis nourished by over  

one tonne of live koi fish.
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We use a system of growing that produces top-quality organic flower in 
an environmentally sustainable way. Our system is Clean Green Certified 
for organic cultivation and sustainability – using 50% less energy 
and up to 80% less water than other indoor operations. This means 
no synthetic fertilizer run-off or petroleum reliant extraction.

Our nutrient-rich water, expelled from the live fish, enhances the 
characteristics of the plant. Cannabis grown using this water produces 
higher yields, superior bud density, terpene profiles and potency 
compared to plants without. The Koi fish, which live up to 25 years, will 
stay in our ecosystem for their entire lives. That stability allows us to 
monitor input levels consistently and reproduce great results. 

The flavour of the dried flower is rich and the ash is white with a clean 
burn attributed to the manipulation of temperature and light. All of this 
combined elevates the experience the consumer has with our products.

We chose to merge aquaculture and  
organic living soil cultivation with the  
cannabis consumer in mind.

Why 
Choose 
Reef 
Organic? 
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Jake Ward, HEAD GROWER
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Nationally Acclaimed, Locally Available.
 
Jake Ward, Head Grower for Aqualitas (Reef Organic), has been awarded 
Canada’s Top Grower by Grow Opportunity Magazine. Jake has 26 years 
of experience in cannabis cultivation; he started as a designated grower 
for medical patients, and in 2016, Jake became the first employee of 
Aqualitas. His dedication to sourcing the best genetics, adapting cultivation 
through innovative methods, and bringing quality flower to consumers is 
evident in every gram of Reef Organic cannabis we sell. 

Reef Organic cannabis is grown indoors using a combination of aquaculture 
and organic living soil under energy-saving LED lights.

We are Canada’s first Clean Green Certified cannabis producer.  
Consumers can expect superior cannabis that has undergone an  
extended cold dry, has been hand-finished, graded, packed and weighed 
to ensure visual quality, trichome preservation and weight compliance. 
All products are sensory tested, by humans who love cannabis, for quality 
under Aqualitas’ research licence before released for sale.

Why 
Choose 
Reef 
Organic? 

reeforganic.com |  info@reeforganic.com
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Retail Support
We would be pleased to  
assist your teams with  
providing cannabis related 
information and support.   

Dwayne Bisson
MANAGER, RETAIL SALES AND EDUCATION 

dbisson@aqualitas.ca
cel (905) 736-4549
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CANADA WIDE
RETAIL SUPPORT
AND EDUCATION
 
Dwayne Bisson is the Manager, Retail  
Sales and Education and former Supervisor  
of Cultivation at Aqualitas/Reef Organic.  
He is a cultivator, advocate, consumer, 
educator, and student of cannabis.

Aqualitas is passionate about moving the 
Canadian cannabis industry forward, while 
offering educational and sales support.  
We are always eager to work with our partners 
and customize sessions to meet your needs. 

Please feel free to contact Dwayne with  
any questions or ideas and he will be  
happy to assist.

dbisson@aqualitas.ca
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